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WoodBlocX is dedicated to providing a
sustainable product as well as operating
as a sustainable business. 



"This document illustrates how we are currently setting
sustainability standards within our business. We are
continually working to improve our processes to protect the
environment and reduce our carbon footprint further."  

Henry Blake - Managing Director, WoodBlocX Ltd

WoodBlocX utilises strong timber components and
recycled plastic fixings. All of our timber is Chain of
Custody certified and 80% of it is sourced from
within 30 miles of our sawmill. 

Our commitment to the environment

As a company that uses timber as a core material we have a responsibility to ensure that our
supply chain, and the processes that we use to manufacture our products, are sustainable in
order to protect the natural environment and biodiversity. 

We are continuously reviewing our processes to ensure that we are working as sustainably and
responsibly as possible to minimise our environmental impact. Our timber components are
sourced locally and processed and manufactured at our base in the Highlands of Scotland. We
work alongside forestry advisors who are passionate about conserving the landscape whilst
also ensuring that we are adhering to best practice throughout our sourcing process.



Sustainability by design

We are proud to work within an industry that is
passionate about sustainability and are fortunate to
provide a product that is primarily used for adding
natural elements to the built environment. 

All WoodBlocX timber is cut, drilled and treated at our
sawmill, eliminating wood waste during construction on
site. The waste products that are produced during
processing, such as sawdust and bark chippings, are sold
on for biomass fuel and bark suppliers. Our latest dowel
design allows for WoodBlocX structures to be easily
deconstructed and repurposed, providing an essential
product feature to meet circular economy requirements.

Our six stages of sustainability

CoC

All WoodBlocX timber is 
Chain of Custody certified.

Sourcing

WoodBlocX timber is sourced 
and processed locally.

Production

All WoodBlocX components are
manufactured in the UK.

Plastics

WoodBlocX dowels are made
from 100% recycled plastic.

Construction

WoodBlocX components are
precut and drilled so there is
no waste on site.

Repurposing

WoodBlocX fixing dowels can be
disassembled, allowing for an
entirely new structure to be built.
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